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Big moves
in the energy and tech sectors create big gains.
quity markets had a

E

big week, driven by big
moves in the energy
and technology sectors.

The S&P 500 still sits over 13% off
the February high but technology
and healthcare influences in the
NASDAQ have it sitting only 5%
behind its record high. Oil jumped
25% on the week and the curve
steepened with rates inside of five
years falling but longer maturities
rising 5 to 12bps.
Market Anecdotes
• The push/pull of public health
policies and regional economic policies continued last week with medical R numbers, testing, and tracking
the focus. As of now, approximately
25 states are in various stages of
reopening.
• U.S. - China trade rhetoric flared
up, but calmer heads seem to have
prevailed for now for implementation of Phase 1 deal.
• FactSet reported that with 86% of
S&P 500 earnings released, blended
earnings and revenue are -13.6%
and +0.6% respectively.
• The Philly SOX index traded
higher every day last week by at least
1% which is the longest such streak
since 2009 and one shy of the alltime record.

• Bespoke noted that 83.3% of S&P
industry groups are back above their
50dma. Pretty astonishing given we
had four consecutive readings of 0%
above back in early April.
• AAII investor sentiment registered over 50% bearish and less than
25% bullish or neutral.
• Arbor Research noted POTUS
CoVid-19 related tweets have
dropped from 66% on March 23rd
to 18% this week, amplifying the
divergence in sentiment for U.S.
governors.
• The 2yr UST marked a record low
yield last week (0.1388%) in a sign
that economic recovery is expected
to be slower and further out than we
would all prefer.
• Large supply of corporate bond
deals continued last week including

Boeing’s $25B 7-tranche deal, the
largest non-acquisition related trade
on record. Expectations for May are
$300b of new supply, a third straight
month of record issuance.
Economic Release Highlights
• April’s BLS jobs report was the
worst single month on record with
a loss of 20.5mm jobs. U3 spiked
to 14.7% (March 4.4%) and U6 to
22.8% (March 8.7%).
• Weekly jobless claims were
3.169mm from last week’s 3.846mm.
• Wage growth surged but only due
to lower wage jobs falling out of the
mix.
• The ISM non-manufacturing
index for April fell to 41.8 from 52.5.
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common equities listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is used as a broad-based market index. The S&P 500 index is designed to be a broad based unmanaged leading indicator of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return
characteristics of the large cap universe or representative of the equity market in general. The Russell 3000® Index measures the performance of the largest 3000 U.S. companies representing approximately 98% of the investable U.S.
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are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns or results. No representation is made as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information in this material
since certain information herein is based on or derived from information provided by independent third-party sources. All enclosed material including market analysis data provided Taiber Kosmala & Associates, LLC. There is no
duty to update this information. The Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index represents the broadest index for the U.S. equity market, measuring the performance of all U.S. headquartered equity securities with readily available price data.
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